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AI for Health

Global health pressures, 
explosion of digital health 
data, AI success in other 
areas

AI a good fit for medicine

But… health is necessarily 
conservative

Evaluation framework



Evidence based medicine

• Eminence based medicine

• 1980/1990s

• Medical statistics: the RCT 
and meta-analysis

• Critical analysis
Expert opinion 

Case-series 

Case-control study 

RCT 

Systematic review 



Stages of phased evaluation

Single intervention 
should have phased 
evaluation from pre-
clinical to clinical to post 
marketing surveillance

from nih.gov

The Lancet. VOL 374:9695, 
P1105-1112, 2009



Quality assurance of evaluation

Helsinki declaration

Good Clinical Practice

Journals:

• EQUATOR NETWORK

• ICMJE/Author guidelines

Regulators/Commissioners:

• Evidence standards framework

• Guidance documents

• Code of Conduct



What should change practice?

• Accuracy of diagnosis/prediction

• Evidence of efficacy 
• Clinically meaningful endpoint
• Compared again current standard

• Cost effectiveness

• Post market surveillance

• Adoption of poorly evaluated technology 
causes patient harm and wastes resources



Why is AI difficult?

Health and AI communities use different definitions of performance

Medical statistics vs. data science

Association or causation?

How to evaluate a new ability?

Potential for bias, variable performance

AI models can be adaptive

How necessary is external validation? How transferable are AI models?



Equator Network

• Reporting guidelines for health 
research

• Transparent reporting of a 
multivariate prediction model for an 
Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis 
(TRIPOD)

• “Gives keys details of how prediction 
models were developed and 
validated in order to assess 
generalizability and risk of bias”

• External validation in a separate 
dataset



How does this manifest?

Confidence

Published research often doesn’t have clinical 
endpoints, is not externally validated

Mismatch between investment and optimism 

Slow adoption of AI in health



What should validation look like?

npj Digital Medicine volume 2, Article number: 38 (2019)



What is required for AI?

Focus Group will establish 
benchmarking standard

• Enables validation

• Continuous testing

• International

• Independent

• Comparison with current 
standard

• Specific to use case



What is required for AI?

• Community of collaboration

• Focus Group will establish 
benchmarking standard

• Framework for evaluating
• Efficacy/cost effectiveness

• Reporting guidelines
• Regulatory framework
• Governance



Thank you.


